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Bruce Gjovig, Center for Innovation University of North Dakota



ABSTRACT



This paper chronicles a large scale natural disaster and the opportunities afforded university based assistance centers' potential roles in the redevelopment of small businesses. Concepts such as a virtual university with expanded relationships for community, state, and federal entities with a university will be explored.



This paper also serves as a start point in a



profile for recovery of business functions in a community which could be shaped by relationships among businesses with the SBA, FEMA, SBDC, and the like.



The intent of the paper is to establish some baseline information about opportunities afforded student project teams, faculty consulting, and the physical co-location of displaced businesses on university property following catastrophic events in the life of a business.



INTRODUCTION



Small businesses confront many challenges during their business
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life cycle.



Many of these challenges are foreseen, many are



unforeseen.



A devastating change in the life of the business may



be caused by a catastrophic natural disaster. disaster is problematic at best.



Recovering from a



However, the role of assistance



centers in that recovery can not be underestimated.



Most businesses do not seriously contemplate the occurrence of catastrophic events which could ultimately result in the cessation of that organization.



Most, if not all, businesses



protect against potential disasters such as fire, theft, and other insurable losses including business interruption.



Having



business insurance for protection against property losses, both real and personal, addresses what most would agree is the usual approach to potential recovery.



However, some catastrophic



events defy even the most pessimistic planner.



One such event which occurs infrequently is loss as a result of flooding.



One would assume physical damage and economic losses



resulting from flood waters would be covered under a blanket insurance policy purchased by business owners. case.



Such is not the



Unless flood insurance is purchased under a separate



policy underwritten by the federal government by and through regulations approved by the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) businesses are categorically exposed.



Even when physical damage is addressed in an insurance policy, provisions for economic injury are usually overlooked. money may be available through non-grant vehicles.



However,



For example,



the Small Business Administration offers low interest loans targeted to recover economic injury.
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While in many cases intervention by loans through the Small Business Administration may be a road to recovery for some businesses others simply can not afford to incur more debt.



Curiously, recovery of a business from a cataclysmic event goes far beyond mere recovery of property.



Issues such as rebuilding



a client base, redeveloping an employee pool, generating a critical mass of operating capital, and many other concerns can prove to be overwhelming.



Many business owners are unable to set in motion the forces necessary to reestablish a business without turning to outside assistance.



That outside assistance goes far beyond the obvious



economic needs.



The needs of a business which has been heavily



damaged, some obliterated, can be addressed in some measure by institutions of higher education with specialized expertise in business development such as small business institutes.



A recent



flood has given rise to innumerable opportunities for such organizations to come to the assistance of these businesses.



REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE



The literature discussing the impact of natural disasters addresses very little on how businesses cope with recovery, and what long-term effects disasters have on their vitality.



Most



research addresses the sociological impact on families and households (Dahlhammer and Tierney, 1996).



Research on economic consequences are generally focused on
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aggregate community effects.



Those findings suggest that



disasters produce negligible impacts at the community level.



It



appears that disasters studied had no discernible or lasting impacts on housing stocks, population, or other economic indicators at the census tract level (Bolin, 1994).



The literature, however, addressed the macro-level research. Missing was research about individual businesses.



While the



aggregate business community may be stable when looking at long term effects of a natural disaster, individual businesses may disappear.



Attention was noted that some businesses do quite



well in the aftermath of a disaster.



Construction related firms



were invariably better off as were businesses which delivered basic services (Bolin, 1994).



The literature suggests that if no appreciable economic effect occurs as a result of disasters there must be gains and losses among the business community.



Thus, if larger more stable



businesses become even larger then small businesses must bear a disproportionate loss.



At worst, those losses may result in



cessation of business activities.



Empirical data support the notion that disasters create winners and losers.



Research has been done suggesting that those with



lower incomes suffer a disproportionate share of losses while their more wealthy counterparts may actually benefit (Dahlhammer and Tierney, 1996).



Following various natural disasters researchers found that the trade and service sectors in the business community were severely
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disrupted while business improved for firms the construction sector.



A problem identified in the literature was the



difficulty in determining which businesses would profit or lose as the result of a disaster.



Uniformly, however, the literature



suggested the importance of a business obtaining not only economic assistance but also decision making guidance.



The literature recited the importance of the intangible of advice and consultation assistance throughout the life of a business recovery as a necessity.



A support structure for a business in



crisis was determined to be crucial to recovery (Dahlhammer and Tierney, 1996).



Economic Description of Disaster



The cities of Grand Forks, ND, and East Grand Forks, MN, were mandatorily evacuated April 19, 1997. dropped below flood stage May 30, 1997.



The Red River of the North When the population left



virtually all business activity ceased for approximately one week.



Only minimal business activity commenced after that week and some businesses never reopened.



Many of the remaining businesses were



faced with the daunting task of virtually starting over.



Many



would begin from a position of not only having lost their business but having a debt load generated by the now flooded entity (Mayor's Task Force, 5/27/97).



The devastation was immense.



Damage estimates released from



various sources were inconsistent. observed.



However, one consistency was



As damage estimates trickled in from various sectors
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the estimates were continuously revised upward.



Early estimates of property loss alone ranged from $1.2 to $2.0 billion.



The housing industry alone suffered damage to over



1,500 homes and 7,000 apartments.



Grand Forks, ND, city



officials have identified damage to city property and infrastructure exceeding $250 million (Antoine, 1997).



City officials place commercial real property losses at around $400 million. million.



Inventory losses by business was placed at $500



The University of North Dakota experienced $43 million



in damages.



The public school system in Grand Forks lost two



elementary schools and one middle school completely with damages approaching $30 million to the remaining school buildings inundated with flood waters.



The total clean-up costs, however, have not been estimated. While the economy will be somewhat sustained by insurance claims, SBA funding state aid, and a federal funding package (including $230 million in Community Development Block Grants), infrastructure reconstruction will have a long-term impact on the local financial structure.



Throughout the region publicly owned property such as roads, bridges, schools, county and municipal buildings, as well as water and sewer systems received substantial damage.



The Long



term result will be tax revenue losses both at a state and local level.



Citizens (and businesses) will face additional expenses



in the form of higher taxes over the next several years as bonding necessary to rebuild infrastructure is put into place.
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Estimates of the impact on businesses were difficult to ascertain with a great degree of certainty.



As of June 4, 1997 about 300



of the 2,000 businesses in the Grand Forks/East Grand Forks area were still shut down.



It appeared that most of these were firms



with 20 or fewer employees (Staples, 1997).



The exceptions to this generalization were mostly businesses from the downtown area.



However, most of the large businesses from the



downtown area (universally affected by the flood and in some instances a resulting fire which burned eleven downtown buildings to the ground) were already conducting operations from facilities elsewhere.



The 1,700 businesses that were back in operation were running at 70%-80% of capacity.



Many of the firms had problems getting



their employees to return to work and some suffered setbacks from loss of inventories (Staples, 1997).



Even in the face of these adversities it appears that the overall business attitude of the major employers and manufacturers is upbeat.



The major area of uncertainty is the area's smaller



businesses that were severely impacted by physical flood damage or by flood related economic losses.



Predictions for Recovery



Some expected initial employment opportunities in the area to drop.



However, the immediate loss to the employment base appears



to be over.



As some small businesses fail some fluctuation in



new employment can be expected.



The North Dakota Department of



Labor estimates that as many as 10,000 jobs have been disrupted
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by the flood.



A large percentage of the losses, however, are



temporary (Leistritz, 1997).



Businesses were not only impacted directly they were also affected by the impact on potential customers.



Personal income



appears to be one the hardest hit components of the economy. Under the current conditions, income declines of 13% are expected to filter down throughout the third quarter.



As anticipated by the literature, projections for growth in the construction sector are predicted.



An analysis prepared for the



U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development expects the construction industry to experience a 16% growth through the third quarter of this year thus shifting revenue and income to contractors, plumbers, carpenters, electricians, etc.



Most of the large construction companies in the Grand Forks area were committed (pre flood) to contracts through the summer. Capital consumption is expected to increase over the next several quarters, led specifically by large expenditures and replacement items.



Construction product manufacturers, as well as home and appliance retailers witnessed phenomenal increased sales.



It appears that



due to this activity the local economy should recover relatively quickly.



The issue remains, however, that not all businesses



will share in what the local newspaper has headlined as "The Boom Years."



The Outlook and Opportunities



The local economy was growing at a pre flood rate between 1.3%
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and 3.0% (Backman, 1997).



Usually, disaster events exacerbate or



accelerate pre-disaster growth/decline trends.



Short of total



destruction these economic trends change but are rarely reversed.



Opportunities arise as crises (disasters) serve as



default agents of change which provide opportunities for individuals, businesses, and communities to rethink how they operate.



These crises provide unique opportunities for businesses to restrategize what they are about and how they will go about restructuring their organizations to not only recover but to flourish as a result of the crisis.



OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNIVERSITY LINKAGES



Opportunities for knowledge based resources in light of this crises for small businesses can not be underestimated.



As



recited by various observers the group of businesses most at risk following a natural disaster are small businesses.



Relatively speaking small businesses do not have the resources at their disposal to blunt the results of a potentially business ending event.



They lack both economic and knowledge based



resources which larger businesses can summon.



The role for advisors and information resources based in institutions of higher education can be invaluable.



This most



recent disaster has opened a heretofore unknown potential for small business institute activities.



Significantly more small businesses are turning to the local
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university as a source for information.



Academic professionals



have found themselves in great demand as a resource for small businesses in many academic disciplines.



Engaging faculty and students for basic applied research as small businesses reorganize their affairs can afford great assistance to entities seeking help.



Small businesses will require



assistance in virtually every facet of their operation.



Post-disaster business could in many ways be quite different than pre-disaster operations.



Everything from relocation studies



through redevelopment of a basic business plan lends itself to expertise available through small business institutes.



Potential opportunities afforded student project teams appear to be endless.



Every phase of the recovery for businesses could



involve all components of a business school curriculum.



Basic



decisions such as whether to continue in business or not could involve faculty and students of all disciplines.



Interdisciplinary teams aggregated by SBI entities including accounting, marketing, management, economics, finance, etc., students could prove to be invaluable to a small business person who is reconfiguring a business.



Faculty consulting has been and will continue to be a fertile field of opportunity.



Businesspeople in the affected area are



faced with a multitude of questions due to the flood.



Basic



assistance dealing with the virtual restarting of a business is sorely needed.



Additionally, many small businesspeople don't
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have the time and/or expertise to work through the various federal and state programs designed for recovery from natural disasters.



Faculty and student project teams could lend valuable



assistance in these areas.



Faculty will find that assisting these businesses in their time of need will probably open many new possibilities for continued consulting.



Also, these faculty-business liaisons should ripen



into more possibilities for student involvement.



Obviously these



interchanges result in all parties, the business, the faculty member, and the students gaining new and valuable insights from an educational perspective.



Another unplanned opportunity resulting from the flood was the actual physical co-location of displaced businesses on university property.



The flood event left much of the downtown area



inundated by flood waters.



The university had a good deal of its



physical plant left untouched by flood waters.



The university was able to offer space to businesses for short term sites for business operations.



Businesses as well as the



university faculty and students have learned immeasurably through this symbiosis.



Businesses "discovered" what services were



available from university based business centers while students and faculty had the luxury of being on site observing the day to day operations of many businesses.



EPILOGUE



Interestingly, the applications outlined in this paper are not
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necessarily confined to events following a widespread natural disaster.



Small businesses have all sorts of needs for



assistance short of cataclysmic events.



University based



assistance centers offer great potential to small businesses short of universal loss of property and economic injury.



Simply put, natural disasters offer a plethora of opportunities for small business assistance from university based entities. However, while natural disasters greatly magnify assistance opportunities one should not underestimate the application of university based assistance to all small businesses regardless of circumstances.



It is the hope of the authors that future papers will chronicle success stories and progress resulting from the associations formed by small businesses and university based assistance centers in the wake (no pun intended) of a flood of the millennium.
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